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Dancing Men - and Women!

I enjoy a good mystery - and when it involves a code to decipher - it just doubles
the fun with two puzzles to solve in one story!
In the graphic novel mystery Sherlock Holmes and the Adventure of the Dancing Men, master detective Sherlock
Holmes receives a picture of stick figures with their arms and legs positioned in different ways so it looks like they
are dancing. The stick figures are appearing around the home of Mr. Cubitt who asks Sherlock Holmes if he can
determine what the pictures mean. Holmes examines different samples of the drawings and believes they are a
code used to communicate messages in secret. When Holmes travels to Mr. Cubitt's home to inform him of what
he has learned, Holmes encounters another mystery: Mr. Cubitt has been murdered! Immediately, Holmes begins
questioning the servants and looking for other clues that will reveal the identity of the murderer.
This story, and the others in the new graphic novel series On the Case with Holmes and Watson, is narrated by Dr.
John Watson, Sherlock Holmes's faithful friend and assistant. Recommended for ages 9 and up, the stories are
based on the classic tales written by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Each title includes at the end of the story information
about how Holmes solved the mystery, as well as recommendations for related books and websites.
If you like solving codes, you have a chance to do so each week when you visit the library and try our Weekly
Challenge Activity, part of our Summer Reading game. And if you enjoy dancing, sign up to attend the Fiddle n'
Feetdance program this Wednesday evening, June 8 at 7 pm. It's all part of our plan to Get Reading and Get
Moving!
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